Week beginning 1st June 2020
Hello again Year 2! A new week, a new set of challenges. As always we have been checking
your books on Bug Club and adding new 2Do’s to Purple Mash - we love marking them so
keep doing them and try some of the Twitter challenges too. If you want something different
have a look at these and see how many you can complete with your family:
Have you ever fancied having
a pond in your garden or
yard? Here’s one way of
creating your own mini-pond.
Use an old washing-up bowl
or a plastic tub to dig into the
ground or lay on the ground
with some stones to make
‘steps’ for the wildlife to get up
to your pond.
Now add a layer of gravel or
small stones to make a pond
bed and in one corner build up
with bigger stones so the
animals can climb down.
Finally fill with water and wait
for wildlife to visit. If you can
find pondweed to add this may
attract some different creatures.

Jar of Happiness
Find yourself a jar, pot or box and
decorate it in a way that makes you
smile and feel happy.
Now, every time something makes you
feel happy write or draw it on a
piece of paper and put it in your jar.
When things begin to calm down or
you are feeling a little low you can
read through the small things that
have made you happy.

Look at each of these
questions and discuss them
with someone. Then read the
information and see if your
thoughts were correct.

Scavenger Hunt
A craft activity for you to try!

On a piece of paper (this can
be any size from A5 to as
big as you like) draw
yourself the outline of a tree.
Now, go outside and collect
different materials to
represent the different parts
of your tree (green and
flowers for the leaves and

A Maths based hunt this week. Can you
find something:


a door?


picture and attach them onto
your tree outline.

taller than a pencil but shorter
than a chair?



taller than a cereal box but shorter
than an oven?




taller than a wooden spoon but
shorter than you?



taller than a ball but shorter than
a tree?



that have a different number of
syllables in each, for example
sun, holiday, picnics,
adventuring. Once you have
chosen your words design a
symbol for each one.

sun

holidays

picnic

Now draw your symbols to
make a symbol sentence.

taller than a shoe but shorter than
a ruler?

What did the sea say to the sand?

Nothing he just waved!
Can you make up or tell a joke that
makes someone in your family
Share photos of the activity with

Think up some summer words

taller than a book but shorter than
the kitchen worktop?

brown for the trunk).
Take them back to your

taller than a table but shorter than

Music Composition

laugh? If they laugh, send it to me

us by emailing:

by email or on Purple Mash and we

schooloffice@merseypark.wirral.sch.uk.

will compile a Year 2 joke book to
enjoy when we are next together.

Finally use your hands or
something to bang to clap out
the sentence making your own
piece of music. Remember to
pause between words and clap
every syllable. You could
challenge someone else to play
your sentence too!

